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Malwarebytes Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) helps detect and mitigate attacks 
and makes it easy to quickly investigate, isolate, eradicate threats, and rollback to a pre-
ransomware state — in a matter of minutes. Our new modules extend our EDR solution, 
as well as our Endpoint Protection and Incident Response options, so you can reinforce 
prevention against key threat vectors, freeing time to focus on projects that grow your 
business. These modules give you the tools to proactively target and reduce risk using  
the same cloud-based security platform you trust for threat detection and remediation. 

Malwarebytes Nebula Platform 

Expanded threat prevention, backed by  
powerful remediation
Malwarebytes’ modules easily add onto your Malwarebytes cloud-bases security 
platform instance, strengthening your defenses to keep threats outside your ecosystem. 
If something sneaks past, our real-time protection, remote investigation, and powerful 
remediation capabilities help you respond quickly, accurately, and completely.  Build 
stronger, proactive prevention today, so you can get time back to focus on other 
important projects that run your business.

Reduce Risk and  
Get Time Back
Malwarebytes modules reinforce your 
EDR prevention measures, adding more 
muscle behind your defenses against key 
threat vectors. Stopping more threats 
at the perimeter means IT and security 
teams gain bandwidth while helping end 
users be more productive.
 
• Assess Software Vulnerabilities 

Know what software exposures you 
have, with insights to prioritize action

• Reduce 3rd-Party App Exposures 
Help ensure legacy and modern 
apps are secured against recent and 
lingering threats

• Protect Endpoint OS’s 
Help ensure updates and patches 
are applied to keep devices secure

• Block Suspicious Websites 
Prevent access to sites known to 
contain malicious content

• Preserve Web App Integrity 
Help limit third-party risk from 
compromising enterprise systems 
and databases 

MALWAREBYTES  
CLOUD SECURITY MODULES
Building on Malwarebytes EDR for our Nebula Platform

DNS Filtering module
Easily block suspicious or inappropriate 
websites/content, and protect web 
applications from infections during 
third-party collaboration.

Malwarebytes EDR
Our Endpoint Detection & Response helps you prevent attacks, making it easy to 
quickly investigate, isolate, eradicate threats, and rollback to a pre-ransomware state – 
in a matter of minutes.

Vulnerability Assessment module
Helps assess threat exposure, and identify 
vulnerabilities across third-party apps, 
devices and server operating systems 
so you can act swiftly to address risk.

Patch Management module
Proactively insulate your organization from 
threats, giving you control of the mitigation 
process across third-party apps, devices, 
and server operating systems.
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